
How can you work faster,  
more efficiently, and advise  
with greater confidence? 
Thomson Reuters Practical Law™ 
The leading legal know-how service that can transform the way you work
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Thomson Reuters Practical Law
What is Practical Law?
Practical Law is an online know-how service that helps you perform more efficiently, gives you a time saving 
head start with the practice of law, and provides you with the tools to work faster and advise with greater 
confidence. Practical Law gives you access to practice notes that offer how-to guidance, standard documents 
that provide a better starting point, current awareness emails that keep you up to date, plus more. Our experts, 
who have significant experience in law firms, chambers, and organisations around the world, ensure that the 
foundations are taken care of so you can concentrate on adding value for your clients and your organisation. 

Who uses Practical Law?
More than 140,000 lawyers worldwide already rely on Practical Law to get a quality-assured head start with 
the practice of law, so you’ll know you’re in good company.

How do I subscribe?
Visit https://forms.thomsonreuters.com/practical-law-trial/ and sign up for a free trial or call us on: 

More than 140,000 lawyers worldwide rely on 
Practical Law for up-to-date know-how to work 
faster and advise with greater confidence.

North Asia: +852 2847 2000
ASEAN: +65 6417 4510
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What practice areas does Practical Law cover?

Content and coverage 

• Agriculture & Rural Land

• Arbitration

• Business Crime & 
Investigations

• Commercial

• Competition

• Construction

• Corporate

• Cross Border

• Data Protection

• Dispute Resolution

• Employment

• Environment

• EU Law

• Family

• Finance

• Financial Services

• In-house

• IP & IT

• Life Sciences

• Local Government

• Media & Telecoms

• Pensions

• Planning

• Private Client

• Property

• Property Litigation

• Public Law

• Restructuring  
& Insolvency

• Share Schemes  
& Incentives

• Tax

Collections
• For advising smaller 

businesses

• For charity lawyers

• For company secretaries

• Brexit: the legal 
implications

For in-house lawyers
• In-house resource centre

• Legal department 
management

• Life in-house

With legal know-how resources across a spectrum of practice areas, Practical Law helps you get up to speed 
quickly and diversify into new areas. We recognise that commercial legal practice does not operate in silos.  
Our resources are interlinked across practice areas, so you can find the support you need in specialist and 
unfamiliar areas and continue your research with ease.

“ Practical Law has changed the way we inform  
ourselves. There isn’t anyone else who brings together 
knowledge and analysis in the same practical way that 
Practical Law does”
John Hughes-D’Aeth
Partner, Berwin Leighton Paisner

5 KEY REASONS TO SUBSCRIBE TO PRACTICAL LAW
• Access to thousands of reliable and trusted market-leading standard documents and clauses that are 

continually maintained and essential for everyday practice

• Stay up to date with daily alerts and weekly update emails on key legal developments in your practice area

• Ask our 300+ expert editors a question on a tricky point of law, see what others are asking, and join  
the discussion

• Collaborate and share your work with your colleagues and personalise your service in easy and intuitive ways

• We have built strong  relationships with the UK government, industry regulators and legal networks, including 
acting as Secretariat to the GC 100, giving us unique insight and understanding
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Practical Law resources
As a legal professional, your time is one of your most valuable assets. Whether you 
need a head start from a market-leading precedent, how-to guidance on the law  
with an integrated drafting note, or a checklist to help mitigate risk, you can rely  
on Practical Law. Our editors continually maintain, review and publish our resources  
with full transparency to keep you current with new developments in law and practice.

CURRENT AWARENESS
Daily, weekly and monthly legal 
updates written by our experienced 
team, telling you what you need to 
know and why.

ASK
Our editorial team is available to answer 
your legal queries through our Ask service. 
Ask a question, get help finding a resource 
and see what your peers are saying. We 
take on your feedback to further evolve and 
refine our resources.

PLC MAGAZINE 
A leading monthly magazine for  
business lawyers, with articles and 
columns written by expert contributors.

WORKFLOW TOOLS 
Fast Draft automated drafting,  
Annotation feature for sharing notes on  
resources and FirmStyle for converting 
documents to your house style.

LINKING TO WESTLAW UK 
Maintained resources and legal updates 
contain direct links to case reports and 
consolidated legislation on Westlaw UK*, 
allowing you to dig deeper and examine 
the law for yourself.

WHAT’S MARKET 
Database of public deal  
summaries, market practice  
analysis and AGM materials.

PRACTICE NOTES
Clear, up-to-date explanations of the 
law and how it applies in practice. 
Cover all major practice areas with 
quick guides and overviews or  
detailed guidance.

STANDARD DOCUMENT
Reliable and trusted Market-leading 
standard documents,clauses, letters 
and court forms for a head start  
when drafting.

TRACKERS 
Convenient tracking of key legislation, 
cases, dates and other developments.

CHECKLISTS & FLOWCHARTS 
Quick-reference reminders for use in 
common transactions to ensure you’ve 
covered everything.

* To access this feature you will need  
to have a Westlaw UK subscription.
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“ The platform is highly reliable to provide regular 
updates with the latest changes across a large variety 
of practice areas, as well as being very user-friendly. 
There is also an option to register for daily email alerts.”
Sarah Goulbourne
Partner, Gunnercooke

ASK – AND SEE WHAT OTHERS ARE ASKING
Our customers find it really useful to find fast answers to their daily questions through our  
Ask service. Questions are answered by editors who specialise in that area of law. But Ask is not just 
a legal query service; it’s also an online forum that connects you to your peers and provides a deep 
archive of useful practice points. Each week we publish about 150 Ask Q&As. Many of our customers 
use Ask Q&As as a basis for training sessions, internal updates and team meetings.

ASK

BRINGING YOU THE INDUSTRY STANDARD
Practical Law standard documents are used every day by thousands of lawyers in the UK and 
worldwide. Market familiarity with Practical Law standard documents benefits all parties to a 
transaction, speeding up the process, keeping the focus of negotiations on substantive issues and 
helping all those involved to work more efficiently. Standard documents include integrated,  
clause-by-clause commentary, providing further context, clarity and handy negotiating tips.

QUALITY IS OUR PRIORITY
How do we ensure our resources remain the market standard? All of our resources are peer-reviewed 
and proofread, and many are also sent to our consultation board members and contributors for their 
expert opinion. Materials are immediately updated following changes in law and practice. We also 
carry out annual reviews of content to make sure they continue to be as effective as they can be.

NEW JUDGMENTS, NEW REGULATIONS … SO WHAT?
Practical Law current awareness doesn’t just aggregate and alert. We carefully select, curate and 
comment on contextual and practical implications. Our team of experts monitor thousands of 
information sources daily. We apply the ‘So what?’ test when reporting on developments, meaning 
that if it doesn’t have a practical significance to your work, we don’t cover it. 

ASK
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Meet our team of legal experts  
Our difference? The practical experience of our 300+ experts some of whom have been 
with Practical Law since it launched over 25 years ago.
Our quality starts with our people. Our editorial team of more than 300 experts have significant practice experience 
gained in law firms and organisations around the world. Working closely with top law firms worldwide, they ensure 
all resources reflect current law and market practice. The team liaise regularly with our consultation boards and our 
contributors, all practising lawyers and leaders in their fields.

NICK CALLISTER RADCLIFFE

VP Editorial
Previous experience at:
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, CMS 
Cameron McKenna, The Takeover Panel

JUDITH PAIN

Director of Practice Areas 
Previous experience at: 
Allen & Overy

HELEEN VAN LIL-GIJBELS

Head of EU
Previous experience at:
Rotterdam Port Authorities, Nauta Dutilh, 
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

SOPHIE CAMERON

Director of International Content
Previous experience at:
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, 
Bates Wells Braithwaite

SARA CATLEY

Director of In-House Editorial
Previous experience at:
Slaughter and May

SOPHIE CAPEL

Head of Employment
Previous experience at:
Dentons, Ashurst

SOPHIE SIMPSON

Head of Environment
Previous experience at:
Linklaters

KAREN WILLIAMS

Head of Competition
Previous experience at:
Linklaters

RAICHEL HOPKINSON

Head of Dispute Resolution
Previous experience at:
Dentons

JANE WEST

Head of Public Sector
Previous experience at:
DAC Beachcroft, Mayer Brown,  
London Borough of Haringey

KATHARINE LONG

Head of Share Schemes  
& Incentives
Previous experience at:
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Ernst & Young

NIKKI MARTIN

Head of Property
Previous experience at:
Clarke Willmott, Burges Salmon,  
Pinsent Masons, Osborne Clarke

LUCY CUTLER

Head of Finance
Previous experience at:
Clifford Chance, Bird & Bird

JOANNA MORRIS

Director, Commissioning Content
Previous experience at:
Clifford Chance, Cobbett’s,  
The Co-Operative Bank
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EMMA NENDICK

Head of Tax
Previous experience at: 
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer,  
Herbert Smith Freehills

LISA MILLAR

Head of Commercial
Previous experience at:
Clyde & Co, Weil, Gotshal & Manges

LORETO MIRANDA

Head of Pensions
Previous experience at:
Hogan Lovells

IAIN MURDOCH

Head of Construction
Previous experience at:
Taylor Wessing, Lewis Silkin,  
Speechly Bircham

ROGER WESSON

Head of IP & IT and Media  
& Telecoms
Previous experience at:
Slaughter and May, Dentons,  
Field Fisher Waterhouse

DAVID RAWSON

Head of Restructuring  
and Insolvency
Previous experience at:
Eversheds, Hammonds

LUCY RYLAND

Head of Corporate
Previous experience at:
Allen & Overy

SAIRA SINGH

Head of Arbitration
Previous experience at:
Hogan Lovells

RUTH MORROW

Head of PLC Magazine
Previous experience at: 
Charles Russell LLP

SIAN WAKELING

Head of Financial Services
Previous experience at:
CMS Cameron McKenna

CAROL HAWORTH

Head of Private Client
Previous experience at:
Bircham Dyson Bell

EMMA WILKINS

Head of Family
Previous experience at:
Veale Wasbrough Vizards,  
Blake Lapthorn

“ The underlying materials (practice notes, drafting 
notes, case and legislation tracker tables, etc.) are 
extremely useful. The resources really hit the nail  
on the head – I think this is due to the quality of  
the lawyers behind the service.”

James Davies
Partner, Lewis Silkin

NICK CALLISTER RADCLIFFE JUDITH PAINSARA CATLEY SOPHIE CAMERONJOANNA MORRIS
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Register for a Free Trial
Call

+852 2847 2000 (for North Asia)

+65 6417 4510 (for ASEAN)

 

Email

smahk.marketing2@thomsonreuters.com (for North Asia)

smasg.marketing@thomsonreuters.com (for ASEAN) 

 

or visit https://forms.thomsonreuters.com/practical-law-trial/

You may also be interested in…
THOMSON REUTERS CONTRACT EXPRESS 

Document automation that’s good for your bottom line.
Contract Express is an enterprise class, web-based document automation solution designed for fast and 
accurate document drafting and client collaboration. Capable of scaling from simple letters and precedents to 
the most complex legal contracts, it is proven to meet the exacting needs of both law firms and in-house legal 
teams. With automated document drafting, lawyers have more time to work on higher value negotiations,  
non-standard matters and adding value for clients, both internally and externally. 

Go to contractexpress.com

THOMSON REUTERS WESTLAW ASIA 

The leading online legal research library.
Providing access to cases, legislation, legal commentary, journals, Current Awareness and more, Westlaw Asia offers 
your firm or organisation the tools to work smarter in a changing legal landscape. Westlaw Asia has long been at the 
forefront of online legal research, providing trusted answers from Sweet & Maxwell and other licensed sources, 
and built on intuitive technology with an easy-to-use interface. 

Go to westlawasia.com/

Why Thomson Reuters?
Thomson Reuters delivers intelligence, technology and human expertise you need to find trusted answers.


